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  Welcome to the Group Pattern Language Project



  





      
  
  
    Why is it that some meetings bring life to your soul, while others leave you wishing you'd never stepped in the room? What happens at the best ones, that makes them productive, fulfilling, sometimes even magic?

The Group Works deck of 100 full-colour cards (91 patterns + 9 category cards) names what skilled facilitators and other participants do to make things work. The content is more specific than values and less specific than tips and techniques, cutting across existing methodologies with a designer's eye to capture the patterns that repeat. The deck can be used to plan sesssions, reflect on and debrief them, provide guidance, and share responsibility for making the process go well. It has the potential to provide a common reference point for practitioners, and serve as a framework and learning tool for those studying the field.

The cards were created by more than fifty volunteers (the Group Pattern Language Project) from diverse organizational backgrounds who collaborated over three years to express the core wisdom at the heart of successful group sessions. The cards are accompanied by a 5-panel explanatory legend card and a booklet describing the deck's purpose, story, and ideas for suggested activities.

	Find out more about the deck.
	BUY A COPY of the deck, or download a free PDF copy.
	Donate to the project, to help us develop additional tools to help facilitators and group process workers.
	Join our mailing list to keep up to date on what's happening on the project (see form in sidebar).
	Learn other ways to participate and get involved.
	Contact us.





  


  
  
  
  

                

                
                    


  
    

	Buy printed deck
	Download free deck
	Get the iPhone app (contact us if you can help us develop an Android version)
	Group Works YouTube videos!
	Slack integration
	Support us when you shop at Amazon
	Translations
	Patrones Grupales en español
	Les Clés des Dynamiques de Groupe en français
	Group Works: Erfolgsmuster für die Arbeit mit Gruppen und Teams auf Deutsch
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          Group Works has migrated to Backdrop  
  
          On March 15, 2022, we migrated the Group Works site from Drupal to Backdrop, and are now using

  

	  
          New Seed Patterns  
  
          We are pleased to announce that anyone who's registered as a user on our Group Works website

  

	  
          Group Works ZOOM call Tuesday Apr 28 at 11:00am PDT  
  
          Dear Group Works enthusiasts,

While so much in the world is akilter and askew, we have
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  Join our Mailing Lists


  
    Join Pattern-Hi discussion list

Pattern-Hi archives


Join Pattern-Lo announcement list

Pattern-Lo archives
  






  
    Follow @GroupWorksDeck 
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